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These tutorials assume that you have access to the EwE6 sources, that you have a development environment installed and that your system can handle Access 2007 database files.

It is also assumed that you are familiar with basic concepts of Microsoft .NET software development.

- **EwE6 console application** - This article shows how to run EwE6 from a console application.
- **Run Ecosim from a console application** - This article shows how to run Ecosim from a console application.
- **Ecosim multi threaded and Variable Timestep example** - This article shows how to run Ecosim on a separate thread from the interface and a variable time step.

Non-EwE related playthings:

- **Create a simple user interface** - This article will teach you how to create a Button, Label and a Textbox control in a Windows Forms application. But honestly, there are much better tutorials on the Internet to teach you how to program Microsoft .NET!